Accessing RCLF Courses on MarineNet

Through CRSS Moodle site on MarineNet

Center for Regional and Security Studies (CRSS)

Distance Education (RCLF/RCS)

Resources and Information

- URL: RCLF’s Public Website (🔗)
- PAGE: Regional and Culture Studies Workbooks (📄)
- POWERPOINT PRESENTATION: RCLF 101 Overview (🔗)

MarineNet Course Links

- RCLF 1A Courses (Sgt, CWO2, 1stLt)
- RCLF 1B Courses (SSgt, CWO3, Capt)
- RCLF 2A Courses (GySgt, CWO4, Maj)
- RCLF 2B Courses (MSgt, 1stSgt, CWO5, LtCol)

THE GREATEST EXCHANGE OF POWER IS THROUGH EDUCATION.
An Introduction to Northeast Asia
RCLF1ANS00
An Introduction to Region and Culture Studies exposes instructors to the region specific cultural issues and challenges. This course consists of three lessons. In the first lesson, FOCO, and cross-cultural communication competencies in order to understand the region-specific information set, including Regional Security Issues and Case Study. Marines are instructed to:

- Web
- ACE: yes
- SEP: 15
- RRC: 0